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Actress and photographer Kris Carr thought she had a hangover, but  Full-color photos
accompany personal tales and candid revelations in this scrapbook of assistance, warnings, and
resources for the cancer patient.t provide its usual kick-ass cure. covered with cancerous
tumors.liver appeared as if Swiss cheese,” A visit to her doctor verified her “Tumor needed a
makeover and I actually was simply the gal to accomplish it! She entered trench warfare
(wearing cowboy boot styles into the MRI machine, no less), vowing, “” blind dates, and other
ladies with cancer— The resulting publication is a warm, however informative tool for just about
any woman newly diagnosed with the disease and for individuals who like them. She began
writing and filming her journey, documenting her interactions with friends, doctors, alternative
“unfortunately a growing group. CRAZY SEXY Cancers Ideas gathers the lessons learned and
advice provided from Carr’s have journey, as well as the experiences of her cancer posse.a
Jivamukti yoga course didn’ Chapters cover your changing social existence, dating, sex, and
appearance; essential health tips on how to boost your disease fighting capability; quality
recipes; medical and holistic assets; and information on young survivor support groups.quacks,” 
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My own view Reinforced my own thinking about my very own self-healing and getting optimal
health through mind, body, spirit and a positive attitude Amazing, easy, fun read with plenty of
helpful cancer guidelines and info Inspiring and incredibly helpful as We am in the middle of
treatment now. For me personally it served as helpful information on how to eat and live
healthily to give myself the best chance of a long life without malignancy.. The diet
recommendations manufactured in this book closely follow the more scientifically-based
information provided in another great reserve called "Anti-cancer: A FRESH Life-style" by David
Servan-Schreiber. I purchased this publication for myself for education on how best to prevent
cancers myself and for my family. She loved it so much she cried - the writer was . I love that it
helped me believe that I have gained some control over my kanser. I am reading her books for a
long time. It had some good ideas but appeared like mostly other's stories I am a cancers
patient, and it was only relatively helpful. It had the right ideas but seemed like mostly other
people's stories. Carr won't let cancers OWN her. and don't find anything "crazy or sexy" about
malignancy. Others may have a better feeling of humor, and may enjoy it. It did present ideas for
assets, how to eat healthier, etc. greatest kanser ever! I recommend leafing through it, an
reading other's reviews if you are thinking of ordering it for someone you care about as a gift.
Many individuals have liked this book, it simply wasn't for me. class and an excellent outlook on
life Absolutely Fabulous book!!! Nevertheless, you must understand that this is the story of a
tumor survivor (Carr's cancer won't be cured. She explained that this book changed her life! I
purchased it to provide to some other friend who recently has gone through chemo and
radiation. Before I exceeded it on, I go through most of the reserve. WOW! Very inspiring actually
for those who don't have cancer. Actually, I recommend this book for people who have a friend
or relative with cancer. It is rather insightful. Thank you Kris Carr for posting your thoughts with
most of us! Great book full of encouragement through any attempting time Great book full of
encouragement through any trying time, not only cancer.. What guidance is given is a repeat of
what is written in other books, except that the writer has not supported any of her statements
with actual medical research at all (unlike various other authors who place the time and effort
into validating what they're sharing). Sometime after my diagnoses I was surfing the free kindle
books on Amazon and ran across this one. Not absolutely all women diagnosed with cancer
have the monetary means to take a "cancervation", shop at Entire Foods or go to the retreats
around the united states - and several women will not have the means to travel in the united
states searching for the proper treatment solution. I'm sure I'll be adding plenty of books on
tumor to my to be examine pile. She fights it with laughter and a fierceness I rather admire. As a
malignancy survivor who provides healed my body naturally from stage 4 cancers, I found this
book near useless in its recommendations.First, I think generally there must of have been some
glitch when transferring it from a printing reserve to an e-reserve. The formatting was off and
that was occasionally distracting. I talk about this, because for some readers this can be a big
distraction and maintain a reader from finishing a reserve.it shines through and makes you feel
like you are hanging out with her Bought this for a friend that is going through treatment . I
thought you will want to. (Though I do believe that it is important to get several opinion and to
search for the right fit on health care.)Some of the evaluations I've read of this publication have
criticized the book to make cancer seem more pleasurable than it really is. I thought the idea
Carr was making is certainly that cancer isn't fun, it's devastating, but it doesn't mean you need
to let it define you. You need to choose how you are going to combat it. I believe she's
encouraging you take as much control as you can. Yes, cancer is going to make you are feeling
like something scraped off underneath of cattle rancher's shoe, but section of fighting the



cancers can be fighting that feeling. Maybe Carr's tips are not practical for everyone, but they are
worth considering. Her suggestions are not about understanding how to heal yourself, but about
spending a considerable amount of cash on outside solutions. Even if your cancers is as
"innocent" as mine, it's often hard to find a reason to laugh. I also don't like the Name of the
publication, I am just a little reserved.There were a lot of things I liked concerning this book. I
don't believe she was making light of it at all. Carr's reserve made me laugh. I am going to
examine it for a second time. It made me think. It made me appreciate the many good stuff I still
possess in my existence. She read it a second time before passing it along to someone in her
chemo group. I recently asked a pal of mine who is currently surviving brain cancer with style,
course and an excellent lifestyle, what she felt was it is important or assistance she received
that helped her through the tough times. The very best she can expect is that it will stay
dormant. She's carried out the effort for me, I just have to read and adhere to her tips. The Susan
G. Komen for the Remedy encourages cancer sufferers to share their stories. What works for
Carr might not work for you, nonetheless it might function for the next person who reads her
story. Or simply maybe there is a very important factor in Carr's book which will be helpful for
you. It's worth giving her book a try. Anything with an upbeat message is worth my money..A
side note: Carr also made a documentary for the Learning Channel. There are numerous shared
stories, but hardly any practical advice..)It's not a medical resource - it's a merchant account of
what worked for one woman and her band of friends. In the event that you read this publication,
take what you discover useful and disregard the rest. Actually though there is absolutely no
remedy for Carr's cancers, Carr seems to be winning the overall battle. The documentary was
said to be based on the book. I checked the Dvd movie right out of the library, but discovered for
some reason that Carr's vibrance that bursts forth in the book, in some way didn't make the
transfer to film. The documentary was rather disjointed. She loved it so much she cried - the
author was extremely relatable. I just got the book since it was recommended for me by way of a
fellow patient. It helped me cope with realizing I have cancers. I am a 53 year old personal trainer
that takes very proper care of my body. I was just adjusting to the increased loss of my husband
4 years ago and wham! So I was lost.I had a need to hear the story of someone who is doing her
better to kick cancer's butt and not let it be the other method about....the book helped. I like
changing the spelling I now spell it"kanser " to take away the power and I have changed my diet
plan to vegan and I have treatments Monday through Friday so I have a no kanser on weekend
guideline. I recommend this to anyone and everyone - we have been our own best weapon
against this horrible disease. Thanks a lot Kris.!.. You can get out even more about her by visiting
her website.all the best to you. A MUST HAVE for anybody dealing with malignancy. I do not
need cancer, at least so far as I understand, but this book doesn't have to be go through by
those with cancer. The title alone made this book perfect for her and produced her smile.Kris
Carr, an actress and photographer, visited a health care provider in her early twenties, only to
find out that her liver "looked like swiss cheese." She acquired a rare form of cancer, which was
regarded as terminal and inoperable. She immediately sprung into action and started to do all
she could to research a healthier life-style, and continues to be alive and kicking a decade later,
still coping with the cancer, but keeping it away with her exercise and diet.This book provided
me with some good tips about eating properly and living a healthy life. I think anyone could reap
the benefits of reading this book, malignancy or no cancer.! Open up, honest and motivational
without pushing the subject. Personally i think empowered with knowledge... I purchased this for
a pal going through malignancy. I think you'll get more from reading the reserve than viewing
the film.For me, this book worked. Love love love Great advice for everyone! I love Kris's



personality.. I reviewed the publication myself and believe that it's a great mixture of ideas and
support...Second, some of the tips Carr offers are simply not practical for many women... Bought
this for a friend that is going right through treatment today. If you find her approach too
irreverent or just not really what you are searching for you don't need to finish the
publication.Wonderful book for yourself or a pal Bought "Crazy Sexy" for a friend amid her
breast cancer battle. Loved this book and the info Kris Carr is a great writer..wish We could’ve
browse at the start of my treatment. Well written, easy and fun read, lots of helpful assets and
inspirational tales from other cancers survivors. n/a This book is a great resource in fact it is
uplifting when you have been connected with cancer.. She has a wealth of understanding.God
Bless all those battling. She inspires me very much!) It's not a medical how to book or a scientific
study. A MUST HAVE! loved it I came across this book very enjoyable and inspiring. It made cry
sometimes. There are much better books on the subject of healing cancer naturally I actually
enjoyed Crazy Sexy Diet, but We honestly think there are MUCH better books on the market
when it comes to healing tumor. (And yes, once I finished the book I googled her to find if she
was still alive. Worth A Read This is an impulse download for me. The writer also advocates
treatments for cancer, although did not do the same remedies herself.I liked the irreverent
approach Carr took towards fighting her malignancy. There were some issues I didn't.
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